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The queen of the night, of which singer Martina sings, 
is not a person, but your own inner wisdom. It is the 
voice that warns you, saves you and helps you. It is also 
the voice that whispers unpleasant truths to you that 
you would rather ignore in order not to have to change 
anything in comfortable situations. This song by the band 
POSH is both an invitation and a motivation to stay true 
to yourself and listen to your own inner Queen Of The 
Night.

Artist Mardi Malt contributed her version of the Queen 
Of The Night, creating a quirky art cover for the single.

Attention, storm danger! 

Just as a mild breeze can turn into a destructive hurricane within minu-
tes, one should not be deceived by the delicate appearance of Martina 
Dieziger. Live with her band POSH, she displays a hurricane-like power 
that is underlined by the bittersweet beauty of her strong character 
voice. 

At first glance, the lead singer of the Swiss band POSH is more of 
an elf than a warrior - but with her exceptionally strong voice, she is 
able to shake entire stadiums within a few minutes. As delicate as the 
first sounds of a song may seem - when Martina suddenly switches 
to nu-metal-inspired chanting, the songs of POSH just crash over the 
listeners and make it clear : the live power of this band is unparalleled. 

Since they were signed in the 2000s as one of the most promising up-
and-coming Swiss bands, first by the Coffee label (Migros) and finally 
by Universal Music, POSH have played every major festival in Switzer-
land, supported Bon Jovi at the Letzigrund and opened the Stereopho-
nics show at the Volkshaus. With their hit single „Damn Sexy“, POSH 
even made it onto the hit compilation Bravo Hits 43.

After a hiatus, the band broke their silence in 2017 with their album 
„Born Out Of Silence“ and opened a new chapter in their career.

Produced & recorded by Andreas Schneider at Red X Studio, St. Gallen
Song & lyrics written by Martina Dieziger & Andreas Schneider
Mixed by Tommy Vetterli at New Sound Studio, Pfäffikon SZ
Mastered by Dan Suter at Echochamber, Zürich
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